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Notice Invitine Annlication

No, [E-l 825091 A-1 0/0 16 I 15 12023-TM&SO Date: 03.07.2023

Sub:- Invitation of Applications for engagement of 'Cost Trainee' at Chinsura, Akashvani

for imparting practical training to ICMAI students - reg.

prasar Bharati invites applications for engagement as 'Cost Trainee' in Prasar Bharati on

fulItime contract basis, based at Chinsura, Akashvani:-

No. of Position- 2 Nos.

eualification - Should have passed CMA Intermediate Examination conducted by Institute of

Cost Accountants of India (ICMAI) with at least 60% marks'

Nature of Duties:- you will be required to work in the areas of Management Accounting, Cost

Accounting, Financial Accounting, Financial Management, Direct Taxation and Indirect

Taxation oiP.ur* Bharati or as decided by the Competent Authority from time to time.

Monthly remuneration:- The monthly consolidated stipend fixed for the Cost trainees is as

under:-

2. The terms and co
,. p"u*, ghurati reserves the right to discontinue the training without any reason

c.

by giving one month notice in advance.

Similarly, the cost trainee may also leave the organization before the completion of

his/her training period by giving an advance notice of one month to the Prasar Bharati.

In case, it has come to the notice of Prasar Bharati that the cost trainee has entered into

contraci of employment/ training with any other organisation/ employer before the expiry

or termination- of his contract with Prasar Bharati then his contract of training will be

terminated by the Prasar Bharati immediately under intimation to the Institute.

The training period of Cost Trainees at Prasar Bharati would be extended for subsequent

year based on yearly apPraisals.

Prasar Bharati reserves the right to conduct test and/ or interview of the shortlisted

candidates. No TA/DA etc. will be paid for attending the te.st/ interview.

b.

d.
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1't Year of training 2nd Year of training 3'd Year of training

Rs.10000/- Rs.125001 Rs.15000/-

e.
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3. Those candidates who are eligible. and.willing to work on above terms in Prasar

Bharati, having requisite quutif,.-ut-#'inaicated abovi- may apply online on Prasar.Bharati
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Dy. Director (TM&SO)

To,

(a) Director (PBNS &DP)' Prasar Bharati - w-ith' a request to upload this circular on the

P.uru, B(-uti websire upto the date indicated in para J above'
''^- "iiltAipou>' *itt'-u dueJ for publication on institute website'

Copy to:-
Dy. Director Generat (Tech')' Prasar Bharati Sectt - with a request to host this circular on

the Prasai Bharati e-offrce notification'


